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ABSTRACT
The noise from perfectly expanded coaxial jets was
measured in an anechoic chamber for different op-
erating conditions with the same total thrust, mass
flow, and exit area. The shape of the measured noise
spectrum at different angles to the jet axis was found
to agree with spectral shapes for single, axisymmet-
tic jets. Based on these spectra, the sound was char-
acterized as being generated by large-scale turbulent
structures or fine-scale turbulence. Modeling the
large-scale structures as instability waves, a stability
analysis was conducted for the coaxial jets to identify
the growing and decaying instability waves in each
shear layer and predict their noise radiation pattern
outside the jet. When compared to measured direc-
tivity, the analysis identified the region downstream
of the outer potential core, where the two shear lay-
ers were merging, as the source of the peak radiated
noise where instability waves, with their origin in
the inner shear layer, reach their maximum ampli-
tude. Numerical computations were also performed
using a linearized Euler equation solver. Those re-
suits were compared to both the results from the
instability wave analysis and to measured data.
INTRODUCTION
Supersonic jet noise is generated by mechanisms
associated with fine-scale turbulence, large-scale tur-
bulent structures and shocks. Depending on the jet
operating conditions and the structure of the ex-
hausting flow field, each of these noise generating
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mechanisms can contribute to the noise radiated to
the far field at a given frequency and in differing
amounts as a function of the direction from the jet
to the observer. Since jet noise continues to be of
concern in the development of advanced aircraft, it
is hoped that a greater understanding of the jet noise
generation process will lead to means by which the
noise may be reduced while maintaining acceptable
propulsion system performance.
One concept for reducing supersonic jet noise is
to replace the single stream jet with a dual stream,
coaxial jet. Recent separate studies have consid-
ered this concept analytically, 1 numerically, 2 and
experimentally. 3 The initial conditions used in these
studies set the jet for shock-free, perfectly expanded
flow. The resulting noise is generated by turbulent
mechanisms that primarily radiate noise toward the
downstream arc of the jet. If the jet speed is suf-
ficiently supersonic, the large-scale turbulent struc-
tures become dominant noise radiators when their
phase velocity is supersonic relative to the speed of
sound in the adjacent lower speed or ambient flow.
The addition of a lower speed secondary flow to a
single supersonic jet modifies the growth rate and
phase velocity of the large structures in the primary
flow shear layer and, if the jet conditions are prop-
erly chosen, it has been shown experimentally that
applying the secondary flow can lead to lower levels
of radiated noise. 4 It is the purpose of this paper to
compare and discuss the results from two methods
of calculating the radiated supersonic jet noise and
the results from experimental measurements.
For noise generated by large-scale structures, the
analysis uses the instability wave noise generation
model. The large-scale structures that exist in the
growing jet shear layer are modeled as instability
waves that initially grow rapidly and then decay in
the axial direction as the shear layer widens. Tam
and Burton 5 developed a matched asymptotic solu-
tion for the noise radiated from the the instability
waves in the slowly growing shear layer of a single
stream, supersonic, axisymmetric jet. The equations
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developedwere used to calculate the stability char-
acteristics and the radiated noise directivity of an
instability wave at a single frequency and a single
mode number. Their results showed good compar-
isons with measurements from low Reynolds number
jet experiments. Comparisons of calculated results
with measured data were alsomade with high-speed
jets and high temperature jets.7 This singlemode
method was laterextended to includethe addition
of multiplemodes using stochastictheory,s
The instabilitywave noisegenerationmodel was
applied to supersonic coaxialjets by Dahl and
Morris.I The abilityto complete the stabilityand
noise calculationsdepended on computing numeri-
callythe mean flow for both velocityand density
fields.9 Thus, a varietyofjet operating conditions
could be modeled, including both normal and in-
verted velocityprofiles,and the stabilityand noise
generationcould be studieddue to velocityand den-
sityratiochanges between the two jet streams and
area ratiochanges at the nozzleexit. The results
were focussed on the Kelvin-Helmholtz type inflec-
tionalinstabilities.Other modes can existin su-
personicjetsthat may or may not radiatenoise.*°
Using the eigenvalueproblem approach ofthe insta-
bilitywave model, each of these modes would have
to be found and investigatedseparatelyto determine
any abilityforthem to radiatenoise.Directnumeri-
cal calculationsallow allradiatingmodes to develop
naturally.
Hixon etal.2applieda numerical approach forthe
linearizedEuler equations to compute the near field
noiseradiatedfrom supersoniccoaxialjets.Within
the limitationsinherent in using linearizedequa-
tions,the method fullyaccounts forthe non-parallel
floweffectsand the presence ofmultiplefrequencies.
In principle,the method simultaneously describes
both the near and far sound field;however, itre-
quiresa known mean flowfield.9 Based on computed
noiseradiationpatterns for coaxialjetswhere both
flow streams had supersonicMach numbers, the lin-
eaxizedEuler resultsshowed that noiseradiationoc-
curred from the presence of both Kelvin-Helmholtz
type and supersonictype instabilities.
Recently,Papamoschou 3 began small scaleexper-
iments using perfectlyexpanded coaxialjets. The
purpose was to exploreflow conditionswhere Mach
wave radiationisreduced from that of a singlejet
when a secondary stream isappliedatproper condi-
tions.Mach wave radiationisthe sourceofthe dom-
inantnoisegenerated by instabilitywaves convecting
supersonicallyin the shear layerof a jet. They can
be generated by both the Kelvin-Helmholtztype and
the supersonictype instabilitymodes. According to
the model presented by Papamoschou, ifthe rela-
tive phase velocitiesof the Mach wave generating
disturbancescan be made subsonic in both shear
layers,then Mach wave radiationcan be reduced.
The successofthisapproach has been shown inflow
visualizations 3 and in acoustic field measurements. 4
The experimental facilities that have been built al-
low acoustic data to be taken for noise generated
by perfectly expanded coaxial jets, the conditions
on which the instability wave and the linearized Eu-
ler analyzes are based. Thus, the opportunity exists
to compare the calculatedresultsto measured data
where Mach wave radiationexists.
NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS
The calculationof the noise radiated from a su-
personicjet was based on two differentapproaches.
In the first,the linear,inviscid,instabilitywave the-
ory was applied. A thin free shear layer contain°
ing an inflectionpoint in the mean velocityprofile
isinherentlyunstable. Initially,an instabilitywave
in the shear layergrows rapidly.This wave growth
rate decreasesas the shear layergrows untileventu-
ally,the shear layeristoo thickto support unstable
waves and the wave amplitude decreasesuntilitdis-
appears. The growth and decay of the instability
wave produces a range of wave number components.
Those components that have a phase velocity that
is supersonic relative to the ambient conditions will
radiate noise to the far field.
The second approach involves the numerical solu-
tion of the linearized Euler equations. This method
also neglects the viscous effects in computing the
large-scale dynamics in a free shear flow. The prob-
lem of matching the disturbance generated by an
unstable shear layer to the acoustic field outside the
jet does not arise since both are calculated simulta-
neously. Outlines of both computational approaches
are given next.
Instability Waves
The shearlayerof a supersonic jetgrows slowlyin
the axialdirection.This slow change inthe axialdi-
rectioncompared tomore rapidchanges inthe radial
directionallowsa locallyparallelflowapproximation
to be used in solvingfor the disturbancequantities.
All the fluctuatingdisturbance quantitiesare rep-
resented as waves travelingthrough a nonuniform
medium. For example, the pressuredisturbancesare
given by
p'(r,o,z,t) = p(r,x)
x exp [i (/o a(x)dx +nS-wt)](a)
where p(r, x) represents the radial (r) distribution of
the pressure disturbance at each axial (x) location,
c_(z) is the local complex wave number (a = ar+iai
and -ai is the local growth rate), 8 is the azimuthal
angle, n is the mode number, and exp(-itat) is the
harmonic time dependence. The linearized equa-
tions governing the disturbances can be combined
2
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to obtain a single equation,
+ __+_-a_ar _rJ _r
r2 a 2 p= O. (2)
This equation has been nondimensionaiized by the
exit conditions of the primary jet: spatial coordi-
nates by R1, velocity by U1, and density by Pl. The
time and radial frequency are made dimensionless
by U1/R1 and the pressure by plU_. To solve equa-
tion (2) at each axial location, the radial and axial
variation of the mean flow velocity _ and density
must be known quantities.
The general solution to equation (2) can be writ-
ten as the sum of two general linearly independent
solutions that are functions of the radial and ax-
ial coordinates. Outside the jet, the mean flow be-
comes uniform and equation (2) takes the form of
Bessel's equation. This equation is used to enforce
the boundary condition that the disturbances gen-
erated in the shear layer must decay away from the
shear layer, that is
p ~ (3)
where
= - . (4)
and H (1) is the nth-order Hankel function of the first
kind. At the jet axis, 0t)/07" is set to zero for n = 0,
and p = 0 for n > 0.
Outside the jet, the governing equations control
acoustic disturbances with the same length scales
in all directions. The solution to these outer equa-
tions is found by Fourier transforming the distur-
bance variables from the physical axial coordinate
x to the wave number coordinate _/. The matched
asymptotic expansion technique is applied to con-
struct a formula for the pressure disturbances out-
side the jet generated by the instability wave in the
shear layer,
oo
p(r,0,x, t) = / g(_)H (1)(i_(_)r)e'"=e'"°e-_td_
--OO (5)
where
,/9(n)--_ _exp i "(x e-'_,_-. (6)
Equation (6) describes the Fourier transform into
wave number space of the axial evolution of the
nth mode spatial instability wave at a fixed real
frequency _o with unknown initial amplitude A0.
This equation describes the source in a noise radi-
ation problem. Then, equation (5) multiplies this
source term, g0/), by a Hankel function to propa-
gate the generated wave outside the jet and inverts
the Fourier transform back to physical space.
Equation (2) and its boundary conditions create
an dgenvalue problem for c_ that is solved using a fi-
nite difference approximation. The local eigenvalue
is found from the resulting diagonal matrix using a
Newton-Raphson iteration technique for refinement
yielding the local growth rate, -ai, and phase ve-
lodty, _h = w/at. Once c_ is determined at each
axial location, the wave number spectrum is calcu-
lated by equation (6) followed by the acoustic pres-
sure from equation (5). The details are given in Dahl
and MorrisJ
Linearized Euler
The Euler equations are linearized about a known
mean flow using a disturbance with a periodic dis-
tribution in the azimuthal direction. For example,
the pressure disturbance for a particular mode n is
given by
p" = _A(r, x)e _+_)t (7)
where e is a small initial amplitude (set to 0.001),
A(r,x) is a spatial distribution, and ¢ is a ran-
dom phase. Separating the equations by azimuthal
modes, the linearized Euler equations are written in
cylindrical coordinates as
where Q, F, G, S, and H are given in Hixon et
al.2 Equation (8) is also nondimensionalized by the
primary jet exit conditions in the same manner as
used in equation (2). The numerical scheme is a
high-accuracy MacCormack-type scheme developed
by Hixon, _ which has been previously tested in lin-
earized Euler equation solutions of coaxial super-
sonic jet noise. 2
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
Experiments were conducted in a coaxial jet facil-
ity with capability of supplying mixtures of helium
and air to the inner and outer flows, depicted in Fig-
ure 1. The inner nozzles, of 12.7-mm exit diameter,
were designed by the method of characteristics for
Mach numbers 1.5, 1.75, and 2.0. The outer nozzle
formed a smooth contraction terminating in an exit
diameter of 21.6 mm. Both flows exhausted into am-
bient, still air. Details of the facility can be found
in Ref. [3].
Helium-air mixtures allow variation of the gas con-
stant R and thus of the velocity at fixed Mach num-
ber and fixed total temperature. A jet composed
of helium-oxygen mixture simulates very accurately
the speed of sound, velocity, and growth rate of a
hot jet at the same density ratio. 3 In this experi-
ment, the mixtures were accurately metered so that
3
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the uncertaintyin the gas constant was leasthan
5%. For allcases,the totaltemperature of the gas
mixture was around 300° K. The exitdensitycan be
translatedto the temperature of the simulated hot
jet via the relation T/Too=poo/p. The experimental
Mach numbers, velocity ratios, and simulated tem-
perature ratios are the same as those used in the
numerical calculations, shown in Table 1. Typical
Reynolds numbers in the experiments were 5 x 105
for the inner flow, based on jet diameter, and 5 x 104
for the outer flow, based on annulus thickness.
The jet noise was recorded by a one-eighth inch
condenser microphone connected to a preamplifier
and power supply (Bruel & Kjaer Models 4138, 2670,
and 5935L, respectively). The microphone has a fre-
quency response up to 150 kHz and was sampled at
400 kHz by a fast analog-to-digital board (National
COMPRESSED _R JET NOZZLES
(1.0 MPa} MACH 1.5. 1.75. 2.0
12.7_nm EXIT 0_.METER
METERING VALVES\
CYLINDERS
3 - 17 MPa
PRESSURE SCLENO_
REGULATOR VALVES
/
COFI.OW NCXgZI.E
21.6-mm EXIT DIAMETER
Figure 1: Schematic of the supersonic coaxial jet
facility.
r
_) - - 1.97 m ....
Figure 2: Anechoic chamber and positioning of jet
and microphone.
Instruments AT-MIO-16E1) installed in a Pentium
Pro computer. Each recording consisted of 54280
samples (135 ms), corresponding to passage of about
10,000 eddies the size of the inner-jet diameter. The
signal was high-pass filtered at 500 Hz by a Butter-
worth filter to remove spurious low-frequency noise.
The power spectrum of each recording was computed
using a 1024-point FFT with a full Harming win-
dow. The microphone was calibrated dally before
each series of recordings (Bruel & Kjaer Model 4231
calibrator).
Sound measurements were conducted inside an
anechoic chamber, approximately 8-m 3 in internal
size, lined with acoustic wedges (Sonex) with an ab-
sorption coefficient higher than 0.99 for frequencies
above 400 Hz. The microphone was mounted on an
arm which pivoted around an axis passing through
the center of the jet exit. This arrangement en-
abled sound measurement at a variety of radial (r)
and polar (_) positions. The setup is shown in Fig-
ure 2. For each measurement, the power spectrum
was computed according to
S(f) = Sr,w(f) 4" ASfr(f) 4" ASir(/,_b) (9)
where Sraw(f) is the raw spectrum of p'/pref (Pmf =
20/_Pa), ASrr(f) is the frequency-response correc-
tion, AS_(f, _) is the free-field correction, and 0 is
the angle between the sound propagation vector and
the microphone axis which for the present experi-
ments was 0 deg. The sound pressure level (SPL)
spectrum is given by
SPL(f) = 10 logl0S(f) (10)
and the overall sound pressure level (OASPL), which
describes the contribution of all measured frequen-
des, is computed from the integral
co
OASPL = 10 logl0/S(f)df. (11)
0
RESULTS
Three flow condition cases for which calculations
were conducted and experimental data were col-
lected are shown in Table 1. The three cases were
chosen such that they all have the same mass flow,
thrust, and exit area. These type of conditions were
recommended by Tanna 12 for comparing noise re-
sults of different coaxial jets. For supersonic coaxial
jets with a higher speed primary stream surrounded
by a lower speed secondary stream, the condition
of perfect expansion set the primary stream Mach
number to the design Mach number of the nozzle.
The remaining operating conditions for these cases,
referred to as the constant flow condition cases, were
found by iteration until all cases had the same mass
flow and thrust for the given coaxial nozzle exit area.
4
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Case M_ TdToo M2 T_lToo U_lU_
1 1.50 3.03 1.09 1.89 0.58
2 1.75 2.64 0.88 1.65 0.40
3 2.00 1.89 0.52 1.18 0.22
(Constant Thrust and Constant Mass Flow)
Too = 300K
Table 1: Operating conditionsforsupersoniccoaxial
jet calculations.
Case _ R T1/Too'T2/Too Me] Me2
1 1.56 285.3 3.04 1.89 0.45 1.08
2 1.54 292.9 2.65 1.65 0.97 0.78
3 1.48 304.3 1.81 1.23 1.56 0.29
in m2 /s 2 °K
Table 2: Averaged gas properties and convective
Mach numbers for supersonic coaxial jet calcula-
tions.
An additional criterion was to hold the tempera-
ture ratio constant between the two jet streams. For
these cases, 7"2/7'1 = 0.62. Hence, the primary vari-
able parameter for the constant flow condition cases
is the velocity ratio between the streams.
In performing the stability and noise calculations
for both numerical methods, the mean flow for
the coaxial jet was provided from the method of
Dahl and Morris. _ The experiments used a mixture
of gases to simulate the effects of temperature by
changing the gas mixture density. Each stream then
had its own gas constant and ratio of specific heats.
The mean flow code, however, was designed for a sin-
gle type of gas with varying temperature. Thus, to
complete the mean flow calculations, both an aver-
age gas constant and an average specific heat ratio
were used with the result that temperature ratios
were slightly different than those used in the exper-
iments as indicated in Table 2.
Measured Spectra
Spectra measured at riD1 = 80 are shown in Fig-
ure 3 for the three constant flow condition cases
at four angles from the exit axis, _b in Figure 2.
(Note that in the context of large distances from the
jet, the spherical radius shown in Figure 2 is used.
Otherwise, the radius r is the cylindrical coordinate
measured from the jet exit axis.) The data are plot-
ted in terms of a Strouhal number St = fDzlU1
over the range 0 to 0.5. The spectra have similar
shape for all three conditions. At low angles, there
is a well defined peak at lower Strouhal numbers.
The 20 degree spectra peak at about St = 0.04 and
the 40 degree spectrapeak at about St = 0.06. As
the angle increases,the peak becomes broader and
moves to higher Strouhal number so that at 60 de-
grees,the peak isat about St = 0.14.Finally,at 80
degrees,the spectrahave broadened out untilthere
isno clearpeak shown forthe data when plottedon
thisscale.
The spectralbehavior, shown in Figure 3, was
previouslyfound in data taken on subsonic coax-
ialjetsIs and on supersonic coaxialjets that con-
rained shocks)4 Single,M = 2, perfectlyexpanded
supersonicjets also showed this behavior.15 Stone
et al.Isdeveloped an empiricalmodel for coaxialjet
noisepredictionusing the experimental observation
that spectrahave a similarshape between singleand
coaxialjetswith a normal velocityprofile.The peaks
of the coaxialjet spectrawere shiftedin frequency
and directiondue to the velocityand temperature
ratiochanges between the two streams. Recently,
Tam et al.17correlatedthe spectralmeasurements
from a largenumber of singlestream jetsto derive
a pair of similarityspectra that characterizedthe
two types of turbulentmixing noise.One spectrum
had a broad peak and characterizedthe noise from
fine-scalemixing. The other spectrum had a nar-
rower, welldefinedpeak. Itcharacterizedthe noise
from large-scalemixing. Based on compressibility
arguments, they stated that both noise generating
mechanisms could existto some degree in both sub-
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Figure 3: Sound pressure level spectra measured
at r/D1 = 80 and at four angles from the down-
stream jet axis. Three constant flow conditions:
(_) Case 1; ( ...... ) Case 2; (-----) Case
3.
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sonic and supersonic jets. Their spectra agreed well
with data from axisymmetric, rectangular, and el-
liptic single stream jets. Considering the spectral
similarity used by Stone et al.ls for both single and
coaxial jets, there is no reason why Tam's spectra
should not apply as well to coaxial jets. A compari-
son between the jet noise similarity spectra and the
measured spectra for Case 1 is shown in Figure 4.
The frequency of the spectrum has been normalized
by the peak frequency and plotted on a logarith-
mic scale. In the figure, the similarity spectra are
adjusted in amplitude to match the spectra to the
measured data. At 20, 40, and 60 degrees, the mea-
sured spectra are plotted with the large-scale turbu-
lent mixing noise similarity spectrum. This jet has
a supersonic primary stream surrounded by a sonic
secondary stream and these results indicate that, in
the downstream direction from the jet, noise due to
large structures dominates. At 80 degrees, the mea-
sured spectrum is no longer characterized by the
large-scale similarity spectrum, but is well charac-
terized by the fine-scale turbulent mixing similarity
spectrum. This agrees with data comparisons us-
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Figure 4: Sound pressure level spectra measured at
r/D1 = 80 for Case 1 compared to jet noise similar-
ity spectra given in Ref. [17]. (--) measured
data; ( ...... ) large-scale turbulent structure noise
similarity spectrum; (mm --) fine-scale turbulence
noise similarity spectrum.
ing single stream supersonic jets. Given the simi-
lar spectral shapes for the three cases shown in Fig-
ure 3, the similarity spectra were also found to apply
as well to Cases 2 and 3 with subsonic secondary
streams surrounding a supersonic primary stream.
Next, we will identify the source region for the dom-
inant noise radiation.
Stability Analysis
The results from the stability calculations for Case
1 are shown in Figure 5 for the outer shear layer and
in Figure 6 for the inner shear layer. Each figure
shows an illustration of the mean velocity field by
outlining the edges of the two potential cores and
identifies the region over which the two shear layers
merge into a single shear layer. The remaining parts
of the figure show the local phase velocity, cpa, the
local growth rate, -ai, and the instability wave am-
plitude when the initial amplitude is set to one. The
results shown here are for the n = 1 mode since this
mode typically had the largest wave amplitude.
For the outer shear layer, Figure 5 shows that
the instability wave grows and decays slowly at low
Strouhal numbers. The outer shear layer has a larger
velocity difference than the inner shear layer and sus-
tains the growth of these longer wavelength insta-
bility waves further downstream to where the shear
layers have merged. At higher Strouhal numbers,
the instability wave grows more rapidly and decays
more significantly before the outer potential core
ends. The phase velocity varies with the axial dis-
tance; first decreasing and then increasing in veloc-
ity. According to theory, when the instability wave
has a phase velocity that is supersonic relative to
the ambient flow then the wave radiates noise. This
criterion is expressed by the equation
_m (12)
>
Using the flow conditionsfor the outer shear layer
ofCase 1 inequation (12),we findthat when cph >
0.393, the phase velocityis supersonic relativeto
ambient conditions(m = oo). Hence, allthe phase
velocitieshown inFigure5 forthe differentStrouhal
number instabilitywaves have both subsonicand su-
personicregions.
The stabilitycharacteristicsfor the inner shear
layer,shown inFigure 6,are quitedifferenthan the
outer shear layer stabilitycharacteristics.For this
case,allthe differentStrouhal number modes calcu-
latedcontinueto grow past the end ofthe outer po-
tentialcoreand do not begin todecay untilthe inner
and the outer shear layersare almost fullymerged
together. While in the near nozzle potentialcore
region,cph > 1.102 isrequired for the instability
wave to be supersonicrelativeto the secondary flow
(m = 2 in equation (12)), downstream of the outer
potential core where the waves are attaining their
6
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Figure 5: Stabilitycharacteristicsfor the n = 1
mode in the outer shear layer,Case 1. Calculated
resultsfor ten Strouhal numbers shown in the leg-
end. (a) Edges of the shear layersin the velocity
field;(b) phase velocityrelativeto UI; (c) growth
rate;(d) instabilitywave amplitude.
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Figure 6: Stability characteristics for the n = 1
mode in the inner shear layer, Cast 1. Calculated
results for ten Strouhal numbers. (a) Edges of the
shear layers in the velocity field; (b) phase velocity
relative to U1; (c) growth rate; (d) instability wave
amplitude. See Figure 5 for legend.
maximum amplitude, the condition for supersonic
phase velocityisnow relativeto the ambient con-
ditions. We see that the phase velocitiesare well
above 0.393;the condition to createwaves that ra-
diatenoise.
To show the components of the instabilitywaves
that radiateas noise,the wave number spectra cal-
culated by equation (6) are shown in Figure 7(a)
for both the inner and outer shear layerinstability
waves. As the Strouhal number increases,we see
that the wave containshigher wave number content.
The condition for far fieldnoise radiation can be
writtenin terms of the wave number coordinate 7,
definedin the Fourier transform of the instability
wave in equation (6),as,I
_7<_ _oo + coo U1" (13)
On the figure, the location of the upper limit of equa-
tion (13) is shown labeled with the Strouhal number.
At lower wave numbers (to the left of the indicator),
the wave number components radiate noise and at
higher wave numbers (to the right of the indicator),
the wave number components do not radiate noise.
We find that significant portions of the wave num-
ber components of the outer shear layer instability
wave do not radiate noise to the far field• For the
inner shear layer, the higher the Strouhal number,
the more the wave number spectrum lies in the re-
gion where noise radiation can occur. Figure 7(a)
represents the wave number spectrum of the noise
source. Through the use of equation (5), the source
is propagated to the far field. The resulting direc-
tivity patterns are shown in Figure 7(b). The upper
limit of equation (13) translates to a directivity an-
g]e of zero degrees or along the jet exit axis. I As _}
decreases to zero, the directivity angle increases to
90 degrees. Therefore, since the peaks of the noise
source spectra of the outer shear layer instability
waves lie near this upper limit, that noise is directed
downstream of the jet near the axis. In contrast,
the inner shear layer noise sources radiate at larger
angles to the jet exit axis.
The effect of changing the velocity ratio at con-
stant mass flow, thrust and exit area on the stability
characteristics is shown in Figure 8. In this example,
the wave number spectraat St = 0.12are shown for
both the inner and the outer shear layerinstability
waves in each of the constant flow cases. As the
velocityratiodecreases,the instabilitywave in the
outer shearlayergrows and decays more rapidlyat a
constant Strouhal number and with lower mean ve-
locitiesinthisshearlayer,the phase velocityalsode-
creasesresultingin higherwave number components
thatdo not radiatenoisetothe farfield.In contrast,
the inner shear layergets largerand the wave num-
ber components of the instabilitywave that radiate
noisegrow largerin amplitude. To varying degrees,
the dominance of the inner shear layer instability
7
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waves in radiating noise to the far field occurs for all
the Strouhal numbers calculated for the three con-
stant flow condition cases.
Radiated Noise
We now consider the noiseradiationcharacteris-
ticsof the instabilitywaves in the coaxialjet com-
pared to measured data. Since the initialamplitude
of an instabilitywave at each frequency and mode
isunknown, the calculatedresultsshown here are
qualitativeand based on directivitycharacteristics.
The measured data shown in Figure 3 forCase I
are replottedas functionof the directivityangle at
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Figure 7: (a)Wave number spectraand (b)radiated
noisedirectivitypatternsfor the n = 1 mode insta-
bilitywaves inthe innerand outershear layers,Case
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Figure 5 for legend.
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Figure 8: Wave number spectrum for the n = 1
mode instability wave, St = 0.12, in the inner and
outer shear layers. Three constant flow conditions:
(_) U21U1 = 0.58; ( ...... ) U2IUI = 0.40;
(-- -- --) U2/Vl : 0.22.
a fixedStrouhal number. Figure g compares calcu-
lateddirectivitycurves to the measured data at dif-
ferentconstant Strouhal numbers. The resultsfor
ten ofthose Strouhal numbers are shown in the fig-
ure. From the comparison in Figure 4, the large-
scale structureswere inferredto be the dominant
noisesourcesradiatingto at leasta 60 degree angle
from the jet exit axis. Furthermore, we showed in
Figure 7 that only the inner shear layerinstability
waves, that continued to grow to theirpeak ampli-
tude downstream ofthe outer potentialcore before
decaying, radiated noise to large angles away from
the jet exit axis. Thus, we show in Figure 9 the
calculated directivity results, from using equation
(5) for the n = 1 mode inner shear layer instability
waves, for Case 1 with velocity ratio [/2/[I1 = 0.58.
We see that the predicted peak directivity corre-
sponds to the measured peak noise region, especially
at higher Strouhal numbers. The subtle shifts in di-
rectivity that are predicted with increased Strouhal
number are also followed by the measured data. As
the Strouhal number increases, the peak directivity
shifts to higher angles away from the axis.
Similar results for directivity comparisons are also
found when we change the velocity ratio. Figure 10
shows calculated results compared to measured data
at four Strouhal numbers for the three constant flow
cases where U2/U1 decreases from 0.58 to 0.22. Ex-
cept at the lowest Strouhal number, the predicted
directivity of the n = 1 mode corresponds with the
measured directivity.Dahl and Morrisz predicted,
for a differentset of operating conditions,that the
effectof decreasingthe velocityratioon inner shear
layerinstabilitywave noiseradiationisto increase
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Figure 9: Comparison of measured directivities
(symbols) at r/Dz = 80 to calculateddirectivities
(lines)for the n = I mode instabilitywaves in the
innershear layerof Case I at ten Strouhal numbers•
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the relative radiated noise level and to shift the peak
of this noise radiation to lower angles at a given
Strouhal number. The measured data for the three
constant flow conditions shown in Figure 10 follow
this trend.
Finally, the predicted directivity patterns shown
in Figure 10 are much narrower than the measured
directivity pattern at the higher Strouhal number.
Tam and Chen s have shown calculated results for
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Figure 10: Comparison of measured directivities at
r/D1 = 80 to calculated directivities for the n = 1
mode instability waves in the inner shear layer of
the three constant flow cases. (a) St = 0.04; (b)
St = 0.12; (c) St = 0.20; (d) St = 0.40.
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Figure 11: Comparison of measured directivity (cir-
cles) at r/D1 = 80 to calculated directivities (lines)
for three instability wave modes in the inner shear
layer of Case 1 at St = 0.40.
a Mach 2 single jet at a Strouhal number of 0.4
where there is significant contributions to the ra-
diated noise from higher mode number instability
waves; thus, broadening the peak. Figure 11 shows
an example where the presence of multiple modes
would have this effect. Here, the n = 0, 1, and 2
modes have been placed on the figure, without re-
gard to their relative level, to show the possibility
of broadening the predicted peak directivity pat-
tern. Since at smaller angles the large-structure
noise dominates, higher modes would be expected
to be found. At large angles, fine-scale mixing is
generating the noise.
Lineaflzed Euler Calculations
The linearized Euler equation (LEE) solver was
used to compute the disturbance field generated by
the flow conditions given for Case 1. To avoid nu-
merical difficulties due to the relatively thin initial
shear layer, the shear layer was thickened from 1%
to 10% of the jet radius. The computational grid
extended axially over 0 < x < 70 and radially over
0 _ r _< 32, using 382 axial points and 276 radial
points. In the axial direction, the grid was clus-
tered near the nozzle exit plane with a spacing of
Ax = 0.08, stretching to a spacing of Ax = 0.23
at the downstream exit plane of the computational
grid. In the radial direction, the grid was uniform
over 0 < r < 2, with a spacing of Ar = 0.02.
The grid-then stretches smoothly to a spacing of
Ar = 0.23 at the outer edge. This gives a mini-
mum of 17 points per wavelength in the far field at
St = 0.2, which is well within the resolution range
of the solver. A time step of CFL = 1.4 was used
in all computations. A computational run required
1.8 CPU hours on a Cray C90 and 8.3 megawords
of memory. Using the Case 1 flow conditions, cal-
culations were performed for the n = 1 mode with
St = 0.12 and 0.20. The boundary conditions are
discussed in Ref. [2].
Unlike the linear stability wave analysis, the dis-
turbances in one shear layer can and will affect the
disturbances in the other shear layer. Thus, it is
hard to determine the contributions of each distur-
bance in the noise radiation pattern. In both of the
cases tested (St = 0.12 and 0.20), two different in-
flow disturbances were specified in an attempt to
distinguish the inner shear layer instability radiation
from that of the outer shear layer.
The first disturbance, A1, was centered on the in-
ner shear layer and extended through the outer shear
layer:
Al(r,x) = 0.5(1 + cos(lrrl)) , (rl _< 1)
=0 (]4)
where
r,(,', = +
The second disturbance, A2, was completely inside
9
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theprimaryjet in anattemptto avoidexcitingthe
outershearlayer:
A2(r,z) = 0.5(1+cos(Irr2)), (r2 _<I)
=0 ,(r2>1), (15)
where
rs(r,x)=  /(2r- I)2+ (2@
Notice that neither Ax or A2 is an instability mode of
the jet; thus, the amplitude and phase of the actual
instability wave is unknown.
Figure 12 compares the amplitude of the pres-
sure disturbance in the shear layers computed by the
LEE solver to the instability wave amplitude com-
puted for each shear layer using the linear stability
analysis based on equation (2). The LEE pressure
disturbance amplitude was obtained at the point in
the shear layer where the axial velocity gradient in
the radial direction is a maximum. When there are
two distinct shear layers, there are two amplitudes.
After the shear layers merge, there is one pressure
disturbance amplitude. Figure 12(a) shows the LEE
result for St = 0.12 using the A1 input disturbance
profile that excites both shear layers. Initially, At
excites the inner shear layer more than the outer
shear layer. However, the outer shear layer distur-
bance grows to a larger amplitude than the inner
shear layer disturbance until it merges with the in-
nearshear layer disturbance near its peak amplitude.
This peak coincides with the peak of the inner shear
layer instability wave that was obtained from the
stability analysis. If we try to excite only the inner
shear layer instability using As, we get the result
shown in Figure 12(b), where the pressure distur-
bance amplitude is greater in the inner shear layer
compared to the amplitude in the outer shear layer.
However, the growth and decay of the inner shear
layerdisturbanceshows the same pattern as inPart
(a);peaking at the same axiallocation.
There is less effectof the differentinitialdis-
turbances on the solutionSt = 0.20, as shown in
Figure 12(c) and 12(d). In both cases,the outer
shear layerdisturbanceamplifiesfasterthan the in-
ner shear layer disturbance and begins to decay be-
fore merging with the inner shear layer disturbance.
This agrees with the behavior obtained from the sta-
bility analysis for the two shear layers. The outer
shear layer instability wave grows more rapidly than
the inner shear layer instability wave and then de-
cays rapidly as the inner shear layer instability wave
continues to grow. When the shear layers merge, the
inner shear layer instability wave reaches its maxi-
mum amplitude. Downstream, the amplitude of the
LEE pressure disturbance decays slowly in the ax_aJ
direction in a manner similar to the inner shear layer
instability wave.
Figure 13 compares calculated directivity patterns
to measured data along a line where r/D1 = 16.
For St = 0.12, the directivity for the LEE results
using Al resembles the outer shear layer directiv-
ity from the instabilitywave model. This indicates
thatthe radiatingpressuredisturbancecalculatedby
the LEE solveriscontrolledby the outer shear layer
pressuredisturbancessetup by the AI initialcondi-
tion.When we try to remove the outer shear layer
initialexcitationin the LEE calculationby using
the As initialcondition,the main directivitypeak,
shown in Figure 13(a),shillsto higher anglesfor a
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closer agreement with the measured directivity dam
and the directivity pattern from the inner shear layer
instability wave. This illustrates the effect of the in-
flow disturbance on the LEE radiation predictions.
The initial amplitude and spatial variation of the dis-
turbances are unknown and values chosen for them
can ai_'ect the predicted noise radiation pattern.
Figure 13(b) shows the same set of comparisons
for St = 0.20 that is shown in Part (a) for St = 0.12.
If we consider the pressure disturbance results shown
in Figure 12 for St - 0.20, we see that using the A1
and A_ initial conditions resulted in about the same
pressure disturbance levels within both shear layers.
As a result, the directivity patterns calculated by
the LEE solverare peaking at about the same loca-
tion,with some minor differencesin the directivity
patterns. But, in general,both the AI and A2 ini-
tialconditionsgive peak directivitiesthat resemble
the outer shear layerinstabilitywave directivityand
do not compare well with both the measured data
and the inner shear layerinstabilitywave result.In
this case,the LEE solverfailsto produce the inner
shear layerpressuredisturbancecharacteristicsthat
are requiredto produce the noiseradiationdirectiv-
ity seen in the data.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The measured noise spectrum generated by super-
sonic coaxial jets can be characterized by the same
similarityspectrathat Tam et al.IT used to charac-
terize singlestream supersonicjets.With both sonic
and subsonic secondary streams, large-scalestruc-
turesgenerate the noisethat dominates inthe down-
stream directionfrom the jet.Using instabilitywave
analysis,we showed that this noise,for the cases
studied,was generated by instabilitywaves originat-
ing inthe inner shear layerand reachingtheirmax-
imum amplitude downstream of the outer potential
core where the two shear layersmerge.
Using coaxial jet operating conditions where the
totalthrust,mass flow,and exitarea were held con-
stant,the measured noisefollowedtrendspredicted
by instabilitywave noise theory.As the velocityra-
tio decreased,the radiated noise increasedand the
peak noise directionshiftedto lower angles to the
jet axis.
Finally,calculationswere performed using a lin-
earizedEuler equation solver.Though the computed
pressuredisturbanceswithin the jethad similarbe-
havior to instabilitywave theory results,the radi-
ated noise predicted did not compare well to the
measured data. Further work is being performed
using the LEE method to gauge the effectsof the
input disturbance,and to study the coupling ofthe
instabilitywaves between the two shear layers.
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